Phenotypic plasticity in evolutionary rescue experiments
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Population persistence in a new and stressful environment can be influenced by the plastic phenotypic responses of individuals to this environment, and by the genetic evolution of plasticity itself. This process has recently been investigated theoretically, but testing the quantitative predictions in the wild is challenging because (i) there are usually not enough population replicates to deal with the stochasticity of the evolutionary process, (ii) environmental conditions are not controlled, and (iii) measuring selection and the inheritance of traits affecting fitness is difficult in natural populations. As an alternative, predictions from theory can be tested in the laboratory with controlled experiments. To illustrate the feasibility of this approach, we briefly review the literature on the experimental evolution of plasticity, and on evolutionary rescue in the laboratory, paying particular attention to differences and similarities between microbes and multicellular eukaryotes. We then highlight a set of questions that could be addressed using this framework, which would enable testing the robustness of theoretical predictions, and provide new insights into areas that have received little theoretical attention to date.

1. Introduction

Abrupt environmental alterations can increase extinction risk and foster rapid phenotypic change, both of which are broadly observed in response to current climate change, species introductions and other anthropogenic modifications of the environment [1,2]. Evolution on the time-scale of population dynamics may affect the demography of a species, that is, the set of vital rates (survivals and fecundities) that determine the size and age/stage composition of a population [3,4]. In particular, evolutionary rescue (hereafter ER) describes the situation where adaptive evolution prevents population extinction in a stressful environment [5,6]. The details of this interaction between evolution and demography, however, depend on the underlying mechanism of phenotypic change, i.e. whether it is caused by a change in the genetic composition of the population in response to natural selection, or by a change in the phenotype of each individual in response to its environment of development or expression. Monitoring of wild populations with known pedigrees increasingly shows that rapid phenotypic change of traits affecting fitness often involves a combination of genetic change and phenotypic plasticity [7–10]. This suggests that phenotypic plasticity may play an important role in the interaction of demography and evolution. Furthermore, plasticity can vary genetically, and may thus itself evolve in response to natural selection [11], so the evolution of plasticity may also be important for ER.

On the basis of verbal arguments tracing back to Baldwin [12], recent theory has investigated how the interplay of phenotypic plasticity, genetic evolution and...
demography, affects population persistence in a new or changing environment [13–15]. Testing predictions from this theory can be challenging in the wild, because of the inherent lack of control on environmental conditions, and of the difficulties in accurately measuring fitness and how it relates to phenotypes and genotypes in natural populations, among other complications [16] (even though some cases of ER are documented in the wild, reviewed in [17]). Alternatively, current theoretical predictions and further questions they raise can be investigated in the laboratory using experimental evolution. While such experiments have rarely been performed so far in the context of plasticity interacting with ER, we argue below that (i) all the conceptual tools are available and (ii) many model organisms are adequate for such studies.

To argue our point, we start by briefly defining the concepts of plasticity and generalism in relation to fitness and population growth in variable environments. We then review theoretical predictions for the role of phenotypic plasticity and its evolution in ER following an abrupt environmental shift, and the experimental work that addresses components of this theory. We end by highlighting important questions that could be addressed by this approach, and outline simple prototype experiments.

2. Key concepts

In this section, we introduce the conceptual tools that will be discussed in the following sections. A thorough review of the many forms of plasticity and of their mechanistic underpinnings is beyond the scope of this paper, and is already available elsewhere [11,18–20]. Instead, we specifically focus on issues relevant to ER.

(a) Phenotypic plasticity and generalism

Many morphological, physiological or behavioural traits can change in response to an organism’s environment. The curve that captures this relationship between trait and environment for a given genotype is the norm of reaction [19,21], a generic term that applies to fitness or to any other trait. However, in the context of evolutionary demography, it is useful to distinguish fitness and its life-history components (survival and fecundity) from other traits. This is because fitness has the specific attribute of defining adaptiveness for other traits (thus causing their evolution), and because it can determine population growth [4,22,23]. Importantly for ER, the focus is on absolute fitness (broadly defined as the expected number of offspring in the next generation), rather than on relative fitness (proportional contribution to the next generation, more commonly used in evolutionary genetics), because only the former affects demography. In practice, one can compute absolute fitness from the vital rates (age- or stage-specific survivals and fecundities) using standard life-history theory [3,4,24,25].

‘Phenotypic plasticity’ describes any change in the phenotype of a given genotype with its environment of development or expression, leading to non-flat reaction norms. The term plasticity is better suited to characterize effects of the environment on traits that are not direct components of fitness. While some authors have used ‘plasticity’ for fitness itself, this can lead to self-inconsistencies: a genotype whose fitness changes little across environments is described by some authors as very plastic (for putative underlying traits), and by others as showing low plasticity (for fitness itself). Changes in fitness across environments rather relate to the degree of ‘generalism’ (or ‘environmental tolerance’, ‘robustness’), and the corresponding norm of reaction is a tolerance curve [26,27]. Averaging these curves over the population yields a measure of niche breadth, as the range of environments over which mean fitness equals or exceeds unity (for geometric fitness in discrete generations), or zero (for Malthusian fitness in continuous generations) when numbers are low [28]. The two concepts can be related, as generalism may or may not result from plasticity of underlying traits (see figs 1 and 2 in [14]).

(b) Benefits and costs of plasticity and generalism

Plasticity is beneficial (or adaptive) and may help prevent extinction over a range of environments if it produces phenotypes with high fitnesses across these environments (i.e. a genotype with more beneficial plasticity is more of a generalist). But several factors may act to prevent plasticity from being beneficial. First, the environment that triggers the plastic response can differ from the one where the expressed trait affects fitness [15,29–34], for instance, if the former is experienced earlier in life than the latter, or if plasticity is in response to a partially unreliable cue used as a proxy for the fitness-determining environment (e.g. photoperiod for seasonality and food abundance). The resulting low predictability of the environment of selection determines whether (and how much) plasticity is beneficial: if environmental predictability is poor, being very responsive to the environment can be detrimental. The optimal level of plasticity (including possibly no plasticity) is thus a compromise between the environmental sensitivity of phenotypic selection (how much the selective pressure on the phenotype changes with the environment), and the correlation between the environments of development and of selection, which may depend on when dispersal occurs in the life cycle (for evolutionary models, see [29–31,35]; for a recent demographic model with no evolution, see [15,16]). Second, the reaction norm might produce detrimental phenotypes in environments that a species has never experienced before [36], or in extreme environments where homeostasis is disrupted, such that there is less genetic control on development. And third, costs of plasticity might reduce fitness regardless of the expressed phenotype [37,38]. These include the cost of maintaining a system enabling information to be acquired about the environment, or alternative phenotypes to be produced in different environments. Currently available empirical measurements suggest that these costs are rather weak [39] (despite some controversy about their measurement [40]). However, any such costs will always work against ER since, by definition, they reduce fitness and thus population growth rates [13,14].

(c) Measuring phenotypic plasticity and generalism

Reaction norms can be analysed and measured empirically by considering the same trait measured in different environments as different characters (one per environment), allowing for genetic correlations between these characters (the character state approach [41–43]). An alternative is to define a set of polynomial parameters describing the reaction norm shape in a reference environment (intercept, slope, quadratic term, etc.), and to treat these parameters themselves as genetically variable, and possibly correlated, traits (the polynomial approach [29], also referred to by some authors as the
3. Theory of evolutionary rescue with plasticity

We now briefly review recent theoretical predictions about the effect of phenotypic plasticity and its evolution on ER.

Consider a population experiencing an abrupt environmental change, such that the mean phenotype prior to the change becomes maladaptive, and causes the mean absolute fitness to be less than unity (or less than zero for Malthusian fitness [49]). If the phenotype does not change, births will not match deaths, and the population will decline inexorably to extinction. However, if the response to selection on heritable traits increases fitness sufficiently fast, then the population will not go extinct [5,50], which is described as ER.

Phenotypic plasticity was recently introduced by Chevin & Lande [13] into this classic ER scenario. Unlike earlier studies, they also included negative density dependence, and considered populations starting at carrying capacity. They assumed that the evolutionary demography of a population is mostly determined by optimizing selection on a quantitative trait with continuous polygenic variation, and that this trait is also phenotypically plastic, with a linear reaction norm whose slope quantifies plasticity. Linear reaction norms are a simple form of plasticity, and give a reasonably good description of patterns of variation in several empirical studies of quantitative traits related to climate adaptation, over the observed ranges of environments [7,8]. (For a heuristic argument about the role of plasticity on genetic evolution with more arbitrary reaction norms, but without explicit genetic variance in plasticity and genetic constraints, see [51]). The mean plasticity in the population was assumed to be partially adaptive before the environmental change, with plastic responses in the direction of changes in the optimum, but with smaller amplitude. This would occur, for instance, if the population was exposed to partially predictable environmental fluctuations (i.e. temporally variable but autocorrelated environments) prior to the abrupt environmental shift [11,31].

Phenotypic plasticity could also evolve in this model, as a result of quantitative genetic variance in reaction norm slopes. Variance in slopes entails that genetic variance of the plastic trait changes across environments (G × E interaction). Whether selection on the expressed trait translates into indirect selection on its plasticity depends on what proportion of the genetic variance of the trait is attributed to variance in reaction norm slopes [29]. Extending results from a previous study on plasticity evolution in a fluctuating environment [22] (which, however, had no demography and no cost of plasticity), Chevin & Lande [13] found that (i) the initial (partially adaptive) plasticity decreases the effective severity of the environmental shift, slowing the initial population decline and (ii) the evolution of plasticity accelerates adaptation (faster rate of fitness increase), in proportion to the contribution of variance in plasticity to overall genetic variance of the trait. Both factors favour persistence. The authors also provided quantitative predictions for the contribution of evolving plasticity to ER: if the magnitude of the environmental shift is large enough that indirect selection on plasticity (through its effect on the trait under optimizing selection) is initially stronger than the cost of plasticity, then ER is mostly caused by the evolution of phenotypic plasticity [13]. By contrast, under less severe environmental shifts, ER occurs without much change in the mean reaction norm slope.

It is straightforward to translate these findings into predictions regarding the degree of generalism, within the assumptions of this model (Gaussian selection towards an optimum trait value, with linear changes in the optimum with the environment), and given perfect predictability of the environment of selection at the time of development. The breadth of environmental tolerance then is simply ω/(B − b), with ω the width of the fitness function on the trait, B the rate of change in the optimum with the environment and b the reaction norm slope (see figure 2). Other theoretical studies have investigated the influence of plasticity and/or genetic evolution on demography and extinction in a changing environment [14,15], but they do not specifically address adaptation to a sudden environmental change.

The quantitative predictions of this model rely on a number of assumptions, notably (i) linear reaction norms, (ii) substantial polymorphism at a number of loosely linked loci, allowing continuous (quantitative) genetic variation of traits, (iii) constant (co)variances of reaction norm parameters, and (iv) partially adaptive initial plasticity. These assumptions are a reasonable starting point, but are not likely to be realistic for all systems, and should all be violated to some extent for many organisms. Instead, they provide a first approximation of an idealized biological reality, providing a theoretical scaffold that can then be modified to generate predictions tailored to more complex situations. Whether this theory can accurately predict ER in real populations remains to be tested empirically. The study of ER and phenotypic plasticity with sufficient repeatability and control being particularly challenging in the wild, we here suggest investigating this question with laboratory experiments (some of them described in §5). While laboratory conditions represent model environments that do not capture all the complexity of natural systems, they allow deciphering with more precision those population processes that are likely to also play an important role in the wild [52,53]. Combining such experiments with data from natural populations should help identify which aspects highlighted by existing theory are most critical to ER, as well as raise questions in need of further theoretical developments.
4. Experimental evolutionary rescue and evolution of plasticity

To illustrate the feasibility of the proposed approach, we will now briefly review studies of experimental ER, and of experimental evolution of (or artificial selection on) plasticity. We will propose a few key questions that can be addressed with this methodology in the following section.

(a) Evolutionary rescue experiments

Over the past few years, a handful of studies have demonstrated ER in the laboratory. In a seminal paper, Bell & Gonzalez [54] showed that the likelihood a yeast population persists under salt stress increases with initial population size. Adaptation was limited by mutation in this study, and the results seemed to indicate that increasing the population size increased the probability that a single beneficial allele restoring population growth was sampled in the initial population, consistent with theoretical predictions by Orr & Unckless [55] (see also ref. [56] for comparisons of rescue probabilities by de novo mutations versus standing variation).

Bell and Gonzalez later extended their experiment to ER in connected populations spread over a spatial gradient of salinity, and experiencing various rates of environmental change [57]. Both the speed of environmental change and the connectivity of populations appeared important, with complex interactions between them that are not yet related to specific theoretical predictions.

On technical grounds it should be noted that, owing to the stochastic nature of ER, especially when limited by mutation supply, the two yeast experiments described above necessitated very large numbers of replicates. The use of a robotic liquid handling system proved crucial to this task. Experimental studies of ER with microbes should also benefit from the ‘morbidostat’, a new selection device introduced by Toprak et al. [58], which dynamically tunes the level of stress (antibiotics in their case) so as to provoke population decline whenever the population size reaches an upper threshold. This makes it an ideal set-up to study successive ERs in the laboratory (see figure 1c in [58]).

Performing ER experiments with higher eukaryotes is more challenging because of their larger body sizes and longer generation times. Nonetheless, a study recently exemplified how response to selection on standing genetic variation can allow a plant population to avoid extinction [59]. In this experiment, Mimulus guttatus populations were kept with or without pollinators. Within a few generations, pollinator-free populations evolved high degrees of selfing, allowing them to reach similar fecundities to those of populations with pollinators. Examples of potential ER in vertebrates are reviewed in [17] (albeit in the wild rather than in the laboratory). Overall, this literature reflects the possibility to study ER empirically in a variety of biological systems, from bacteria to large multicellular eukaryotes.

(b) Experimental evolution of phenotypic plasticity and generalism

Experimental evolution of phenotypic plasticity under artificial or pseudo-natural selection has been performed on a variety of organisms, with diverse mechanisms of adaptation at play (reviewed by Scheiner [60] and Garland & Kelly [61]). Some authors directly selected for plasticity by selecting a different trait value in different environments within a lineage [62], or for generalism by exposing populations to heterogeneous environments [63,64]. But more studies revealed increased phenotypic plasticity (or generalism) as a correlated response to selection in one environment [61,65–68], which is more directly related to theoretical predictions above for evolutionary demography following abrupt environmental change [13]. As argued by Scheiner [60], it is probable that more examples would be found if phenotypic plasticity and generalism across environments were systematically tested, after a phase of adaptation to a new environment. For instance, lines of E. coli selected at different pH by Hughes et al. [69] were recently reanalysed by placing them over a gradient of pH, revealing that lines selected in environments more different from their original one evolved broader tolerance, consistent with theoretical predictions by Lande [31] (R. Gallet and T. Lenormand 2012, in preparation).

5. Some outstanding questions in need of testing

Experimental evolution thus appears as a potentially fruitful method for studying the role of phenotypic plasticity and its evolution in ER. To illustrate more precisely the promise of this approach, we now indicate a few key questions that may be investigated this way. Each question addresses a specific prediction from theory, or relates to a question that deserves further theoretical development. It is followed by a simplified protocol designed to test it.

(a) When does evolutionary rescue in a new environment occur by the evolution of phenotypic plasticity?

Are populations rescued by a change in plasticity (as illustrated in figures 1a and 2a), or does the mean phenotype of adaptive traits evolve similarly across environments, with little or no change in plasticity (figures 1b and 2b)? Similarly, did the breadth of environmental tolerance increase during ER, or did just the optimal environment change (figure 2c,d)? And do the effects of the severity of the novel environment, and of the variance of plasticity in the initial population/mixture of clones, conform to predictions from theory [13]?

(i) Experiment

Perform ER starting with different combinations of genotypes with known reaction norms (investigated initially by placing them across a range of environments), under different levels of stress (quantified by the reduction in absolute fitness of the wild-type, relative to a benign environment). Compare the average reaction norms of rescued populations to those of ancestral populations, across the same environmental range, to find out whether higher plasticity evolved during the ER.

(b) Can the evolution of phenotypic plasticity cause ER after a change in environmental variation/predictability?

Phenotypic plasticity is more likely to be beneficial if the environments experienced in the past are informative about...
those to be encountered in the future. Yet a salient feature of current global change is an alteration of patterns of environmental variability and cross-correlation (e.g. temperature with photoperiod), leading to changes in environmental predictability. This can cause phenotypic plasticity to become detrimental, which has been suspected of causing population decline in well-documented cases [70,71]. A scenario of particular interest is thus the one where maladaptation and population decline are initially caused by an abrupt change in environmental predictability (rather than just an abrupt change in the environment), causing a mismatch between current plastic responses and patterns of selection. This would provide the potential for ER caused by the evolution of phenotypic plasticity, towards either stronger or weaker plasticity, as illustrated in figure 3. We are not aware of any quantitative predictions for this evolutionary demographic effect. Evolutionary theory has investigated the role of environmental predictability for the evolution of plasticity, but without demography [11,30,31,72]; Reed et al. [15] performed simulations on the interaction of plasticity and population growth in a fluctuating environment, but without evolution, and without changes in patterns of environmental variation. Despite the lack of quantitative predictions, basic qualitative predictions could be tested experimentally.

(i) Experiment 1: change in cue reliability
For a species known to use a cue as a proxy for the environment of selection (e.g. photoperiod for seasonality and food abundance [70], or chemical kairomones for presence of a predator [73]), artificially disconnecting cues from selection pressure in the laboratory, therefore inducing the expression of the wrong plastic response, can cause a population to initially decline because of maladaptive phenotypic plasticity. A first prediction is thus that decreasing the match between cue and selective pressure should increase the level of stress, and accelerate the initial decline of plastic populations, but not for populations with little or no plasticity. Such a pattern was recently found in an elegant study combining experiments with Escherichia coli and Saccaromyces cerevisiae, where the authors showed that changing the order in which environments (such as exposure to specific sugars, oxidative stress or increased temperature) are experienced can turn phenotypic plasticity from beneficial to detrimental [74] (see also [75]). The most favourable sequence of environments for the wild-type was the one found in its natural habitat (e.g. host digestive tract for E. coli) [74]. A second prediction is that populations that did manage to escape extinction by ER have evolved a level of phenotypic plasticity that matches the imposed covariance between cue and selection. Exposing ancestral and
evolutionarily rescued populations to various levels of the cue can reveal whether the reaction norms actually evolved along this trend during ER.

(ii) Experiment 2: change in patterns of fluctuations
In species for which plastic responses are caused by the same environmental factor that causes selection, what is important is the autocorrelation of this factor between the time of initiation of the plastic response, and the time when selection occurs [31]. Suddenly reducing or increasing temporal autocorrelation (the ‘colour’ of environmental noise [76]) can cause the initial level of plasticity to become detrimental, and provoke population decline (figure 3). After some generations, the final average reaction norm of those populations where ER occurred can be compared with that of the ancestral population (or of populations that went extinct). Plasticity is expected to have increased if autocorrelation increased, but to have decreased if autocorrelation was reduced (as in figure 3). An experiment along these lines was previously conducted on the evolution of plasticity [77], but not in the context of ER.

It is important to note that in such experiments, the source of stress is the pattern of variation in the environment, rather than its state. Because the environment is experienced by all individuals in the population, its fluctuations cause stochasticity (randomness) regardless of population size [78], in contrast to other sources of stochasticity (e.g. life histories, mutation events, etc. [79]), so its impact on population growth can be large. Furthermore, extinction of a given population may occur because of an unfortunate series of environments, even when its long-term growth rate is positive, such that ER would be expected on average [78]. In practice, this means that what needs to be analysed is the average of even more replicates than in other ER experiments. This is becoming more and more feasible with the use of robots [54].

(c) What is the genetic basis of phenotypic plasticity evolution?
Current quantitative genetic predictions for ER with evolving phenotypic plasticity are based on models that assume constant genetic (co)variances of reaction norm parameters, but this assumption may be violated under strong stress, or when mutations affecting population growth are rare or recombine little. Understanding reaction norm evolution requires knowing more about the mutational input, and in particular whether genes affecting plasticity differ from those affecting the trait in a reference environment, which has important evolutionary consequences [80]. Besides, if phenotypic plasticity evolved during the rescue, did it imply mutations of large effects, or was ER instead caused by the cumulative effect of multiple small mutations (as addressed theoretically for non-plastic traits by Gomulkiewicz [81])?

(i) Experiment 1
Measure the mutational variance of reaction norm parameters, by placing genotypes that differ by a controlled number of mutations over a range of environments. This can be done for single mutants in bacteria and viruses [82]. For multicellular eucaryotes, the most common approach is to use the so-called ‘mutation accumulation lines’, where spontaneous mutations are preserved by maintaining a low effective population size that reduces the efficiency of natural selection (reviewed in [83]).
resurrecting frozen samples for replicate lines that went extinct in the experiments, or that were eventually rescued.

Both these experiments can be combined with the sequencing of whole genomes [84], or the genotyping of numerous SNPs throughout the genome [85], to identify genes involved in the evolution of plasticity. This can allow investigating finer aspects of the genetic architecture of phenotypic plasticity. For instance, plasticity due to the turning on/off of genes by the environment, to a more gradual regulation of gene expression, or simply to the environmental sensitivity of specific alleles [19, ch. 3]? If genes of major effect on plasticity are identified, these can then be knocked out, to directly assess the influence of phenotypic plasticity on population persistence in experiments such as those described in §5a,b. Furthermore, molecular polymorphism and divergence at loci next to these genes can be used to seek molecular signatures of natural selection [86,87].

(d) Are there demographic constraints on the evolution of phenotypic plasticity?

Recently, Gomulkiewicz & Houle [88] emphasized that, by allowing only certain populations to persist conditional on their evolutionary dynamics, ER operates a filter on evolutionary trajectories and on their determinants (i.e. genetic (co)variance of adaptive traits), thus constraining evolution. Here, an important question is whether purely demographic properties of a population (initial population size $N_0$, or intrinsic growth rate when well-adapted $r_{max}$) affect whether, and to what extent, the evolution of plasticity contributes to adaptation and ER.

(ii) Experiment 2

Measure the heritable component of the reaction norm for genotypes sampled at several time points along the trajectory of ER. This allows investigating whether reaction norms changed gradually or suddenly, and which aspect (plasticity or intercept in a reference environment) changed at different time points. This is easier for microbes, because they allow

![Figure 3. Plasticity, predictability and evolutionary rescue in a fluctuating environment. Evolutionary rescue following an abrupt change in environmental predictability is illustrated.](image)

(a) Relative plasticity, that is, the mean reaction norm slope scaled to the slope of changes in the optimum phenotype with the environment (environmental sensitivity of selection). The temporal autocorrelation of the environment during the time lag between development and selection on the plastic trait is also represented (dashed line).

(b) The reaction norm elevation, i.e. its intercept in a reference environment.

(c) Represents population size, under density-independent population growth. Autocorrelation of environmental fluctuations drops from 0.8 to 0.2 at generation 100 (a), with no change in the average environment. This less predictable environment causes the high level of plasticity that was previously optimal to become detrimental, and the population starts declining (b). In this example, evolutionary rescue is afforded by the evolution of a decreased level of plasticity that matches the current environmental predictability (a), with little change in reaction norm elevation (b). Quantitative genetic simulations were used as in figure 1, but with fluctuations in the optimum, with variance 1.5 and autocorrelation as given above. All genetic parameters are as in figure 1a.
(f) How does density dependence influence evolutionary rescue under abiotic stress?

When starting from large population sizes, absolute fitness is initially reduced by a combination of two factors: the extrinsic stress that triggered the extinction risk in the first place, and density-dependent competition with conspecifics [13]. As population density decreases when the population crashes, the intensity of intraspecific competition goes down. This may slow down the decline of the population, which may even reach a new equilibrium size before it starts increasing again when evolution restores higher fitness. In this scenario, the population dynamics would have the typical U shape of ER. However, if the mutation supply is limited, the first phase of the apparent rescue (reaching $r \approx 0$, and the minimum population size) can occur without genetic evolution, instead only resulting from density-dependence of population growth (figure 4). This can be seen as a form of ER caused in part by phenotypic plasticity, if density dependence of population growth is mediated by sensitivity to density of underlying traits affecting fitness. For instance, stem elongation in response to shading by conspecifics is a common form of density-dependent plasticity in plants, which probably underlies the effects of competition on population growth [91].

Some species instead are subject to positive density dependence at low numbers (Allee effects), where fitness declines as population size decreases. This heightens the risk of extinction by setting up a vicious positive feedback between shrinking numbers and lowered fitness. Plastic responses could play a crucial role in mitigating these Allee effects. For instance, a plant that normally outcrosses might suffer reproductive failure when numbers become low because of the scarcity of pollen. A plastic ability to self, or divert resources from flower and reproduction to vegetative growth, might help it persist.

(i) Experiment 1

Sample different time points along the trajectory of an ER, and experimentally place each sampled population at several densities to measure their mean fitness. This would allow assessment of how much fitness is affected by competition, and to what extent density dependence is what was originally causing the population to decline.

(ii) Experiment 2

Manipulate the competition intensity during ER, independently of the environmental stress. This can be done by dynamically tuning resource availability to population density (i.e. per capita), which is straightforward using optical density in microbes. Results can be compared with those where a constant amount of food is provisioned for the whole population.

(iii) Experiment 3

Regarding Allee effects, experiment similar to the one with *Mimulus guttatus* described in [59] (see §4a) might be extended to examine the evolution of density-dependent plasticity of selfing in the rescued populations.

6. Choosing the right model organism

The prototype experiments described above are all somewhat idealized, and their actual implementation will depend on the specificities of the chosen model species. The choice of the appropriate model organism to experimentally study the effect of phenotypic plasticity on ER is not straightforward. In particular, there is a clear dichotomy of approaches and constraints between microbes and multicellular organisms.

On the one hand, microorganisms seem quite appropriate for studying ER. Because fitness/population growth per se is generally the main trait of interest in studies with microbes, and is also used to quantify stress, they are inherently well-suited to work on evolutionary demography. Their short generation times, large population sizes and scope for extensive replication of treatments, allow monitoring of population dynamics over many generations across a range of environments [53]. This enables the observation of rare events such as de novo mutations restoring positive growth rate. The possibility of freezing most microbes makes it possible to compete...
evolved strains against their ancestor, and transformation with fluorescent markers allows fine measurement of the dynamics of selection [92]. Various techniques are also available to magnify mutagenesis (site-directed mutagenesis or random mutations via error-prone polymerases, transposition, chemicals, UV, etc.), facilitating analysis of the role of mutational variance in ER. Finally, their relatively small genomes, and the development of new sequencing technologies, enable whole genome sequencing for a decent price, allowing identification and tracking of adaptive mutations [84].

On the other hand, understanding how plasticity might contribute to the persistence of multicellular eucaryotes is a theme of potentially great importance in conservation [14], while the numbers and geographical spread of microorganisms in natural systems are great enough that there is no reason to worry about extinction: there is not yet a ‘conservation microbiology’. Besides, the inheritance and phenotypic plasticity of adaptive traits is commonly measured in multicellular eucaryotes, while current analyses with microbes often are rather removed from a mechanistic understanding of the phenotypic traits that determine fitness. In particular, sexual animals and plants allow investigation of the mechanistic underpinnings of adaptation mediated by complex (integrative) traits with multiple recombining loci responding simultaneously to selection, consistent with what is observed for wild populations with conservation issues. Experimental evolution over multiple generations has been carried out with Drosophila [85], Caenorhabditis [93], mice [66] and plants [59], for instance, suggesting that insightful ER experiments could also be performed with multicellular organisms, despite their relatively longer generation time, provided that the evolutionary dynamics per generation are relatively rapid. Potential lags between an environmental cue and selection on the expressed plastic trait also may be easier to measure or manipulate in multicellular organisms than in microbes (even though such lags have already been measured precisely with the latter [72]). A caveat is that the larger body size of multicellular eucaryotes implies that fewer individuals can be reared per space unit. This necessarily limits replication, and restricts attention to events that are not too rare, turning the focus from mutational input to standing genetic variation.

Despite these differences, it could be argued that the reasons why phenotypes of multicellular organisms are more studied than those of microorganisms are mostly historical. Until relatively recent technological improvements, multicellular eucaryotes were easier to manipulate and observe individually than microbes, but this is rapidly changing. One can now measure, for instance, the cell biovolume and inner pH of thousands of individual bacteria in few seconds with a flow cytometer and a GFP marker [94]. It is also possible to measure the number of proteins on the cell surface [95], or even the number of proteins [96] and mRNAs [97] inside the cytoplasm of a single bacterium. The study of micro-colonies under a microscope [98] is a promising technique to follow the inheritance of traits and of their plasticity along lineages akin to pedigrees. The next challenge is to identify meaningful adaptive traits, as has been done, for instance, by Dykhuizen & Dean [99], who studied metabolic pathways in E. coli and related fitness to underlying traits (expression of lactose permease, and β-galactosidase).

Ultimately, in order to reach robust conclusions, one should combine and compare results from microorganisms and multicellular eucaryotes. Two conceptual tools to connect them are the adaptive landscape, depicting fitness against traits or genotypes, and the ecological niche, which in effect is the reaction norm of fitness against environments. Adaptive landscapes have been used to predict both the evolution of traits and the distribution of fitness effects of mutations across environments [100,101]. Indeed predictions for fitness evolution generally rely on adaptation models that include underlying traits, even when fitness is the only trait actually measured (e.g. for most microbes).

7. Perspectives and conclusions

(a) Other topics of interest

We have highlighted above some of the questions that are both biologically important and reasonably amenable to experimental investigation. We now list some other aspects that would also be worth addressing, but are either more specific or most difficult to study in the laboratory.

First, the effect of random genetic drift on the evolution of plasticity has received little attention, and most theory is deterministic for its genetic aspects (even though the environment might change stochastically). Investigating the effect of genetic drift on the efficiency of selection on plasticity is particularly relevant in the context of ER, where incursions at low densities could result in several generations of mostly neutral evolution of plasticity, together with reduced variance in plasticity and the trait. This can be studied with individual-based simulations, as was done for ER without phenotypic plasticity by, e.g. Holt et al. [102], and more recently for evolving plasticity (but without demography leading to extinction) by Scheiner & Holt [35].

We have here described ER caused by evolution and plasticity of a single trait, but ER may also involve multiple genetically correlated traits (as modelled without plasticity in [88]). A more general approach would thus investigate multi-trait phenotypic plasticity, where the environmental stress may cause correlated plastic responses by many characters (plasticity integration [103,104]). Whether multi-trait plasticity facilitates or hampers ER should depend on the interaction of patterns of selection with the genetic covariances of reaction norms for multiple traits. A particularly interesting case of multi-trait plasticity is that where traits involved in adaptation to the abiotic environment are plastically correlated to traits that mediate interactions with other species (e.g. lowering of immune functions in response to abiotic stress). Plasticity of interspecific interactions could then determine the likelihood of ER in the face of abiotic environmental challenge. It would also be useful to understand if costs of phenotypic plasticity cumulatively add up among characters (such that having more traits that are plastic imposes a greater total cost), or if instead there is ‘superadditiveness’, where costs of multiple trait plasticity exceed those predicted from a simple addition of costs for each trait considered singly.

Some examples of ER probably involve frequency-dependent selection, and genetic evolution of the environment by ‘niche-construction’ [105] or ecological facilitation [106]. This occurs when a given genotype, while increasing in frequency under selection, progressively makes the environment more suitable for others, thus alleviating the stress and stopping the population decline. For instance, some mutant genotype may release molecules that make nutrients available to others, e.g. invertases hydrolysing glucose in the outer
medium in yeast [107], or siderophores capturing iron from the host in bacteria [108]. In this case, it is the environment itself that changes (possibly in response to natural selection), rather than how phenotypes respond to it.

We here mostly described temporal environmental change, but the evolution of plasticity can also be fostered by spatial variation along an environmental gradient, with shifts in the local optimum. Dispersal favours plasticity in a spatially heterogeneous environment [109], and the relative importance of plasticity and local adaptation over an environmental gradient is influenced notably by the rate of dispersal, and the steepness of the gradient [35,110]. How this process interacts with demography and a species geographical range in a temporally constant environment was recently analysed [110], but theory has not specifically investigated how the geographical range limits evolve after a sudden increase in steepness of the gradient, as can be studied empirically in an experiment similar to Bell & Gonzalez’s [57].

It would also be useful to consider the behavioural dimension of plasticity, and its interaction with ecology. Mechanisms such as habitat selection, foragers sampling, and learning about patch or prey item quality, have been the focus of a rich literature in behavioural ecology [111], and provide avenues by which many animals can potentially persist in novel environments [112]. Experimental evolution of learning has been performed in the laboratory [113]. Therefore, experimental tests of the contribution of phenotypic plasticity to ER should also involve studies of behaviour and learning.

Finally, it would be worth investigating experimentally how phenotypic plasticity may evolve from simpler forms of phenotypic switches independently of the environment, such as slow growing ‘persister’ phenotypes in E. coli [114,115]. Kussell & Leibler [116] have shown theoretically that plastic changes tuned to environmental variation (‘responsive switching’) should evolve if the cost of sensing the environment is low, and the environment fluctuates on the time-scale of a generation, while random switching is favoured otherwise. These predictions have not yet been tested empirically, to our knowledge.

(b) Conclusion

We have provided an overview of key issues relating phenotypic plasticity and its evolution to ER, and have illustrated how experimental evolution may be used to answer arising questions on this topic. The importance of these questions is highlighted by recent studies indicating that observed phenotypic change in the wild often includes a substantial component of phenotypic plasticity [7,8,117,118], which affects population growth [119,120], and thus potentially persistence in changed environments. The tools to investigate these questions experimentally in the laboratory are available in a variety of models organisms, with contrasted life-history and genetic properties. Of particular interest for the study of ER is the possibility of (i) storing ancestral samples, allowing comparisons with even replicate lines that went extinct; and (ii) performing many replicates using robots [54], allowing investigation of highly stochastic processes such as rare mutations, and randomly fluctuating environments.
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